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Background  

The ACT Government has progressed several important infrastructure projects in the Gungahlin 
Town Centre in 2018 with some projects still under construction.  

Major activities include Canberra’s Light Rail project on Flemington Road and Hibberson Street, a 
new Gungahlin Bus Station in Gungahlin Place, Hibberson Street shared zone, The Valley Avenue 
extensions and road upgrades at Ernest Cavanagh Street, Manning Clark Crescent and on Anthony 
Rolfe Avenue. 

The local benefits of these improvements are wide ranging and include economic growth, improved 
amenity, employment generation and greater levels of investment.  

Gungahlin is demonstrative of light rail’s capacity to stimulate investment activity in urban renewal, 
residential and commercial development.  The fixed nature of light rail infrastructure sends a 
positive message to businesses and developers. To optimise the benefits of Light Rail investment it 
must be complemented by an integrated transport network and land use strategy. The road and 
infrastructure upgrades in Gungahlin will ensure the Gungahlin is a vibrant and connected town 
centre serving as the primary economic hub of the Gungahlin district.  

The construction of public works, however, often comes with a level of disruption and inconvenience 
for the local community. Though unable to be completely mitigated, the ACT Government has 
sought to reduce these impacts through strategically staging works, traffic management, business 
support and consultation.  

Yet there is always opportunity to improve. Understanding how Gungahlin businesses have been 
affected during these construction activities will help us understand how to better work and 
communicate with businesses for these and future projects.  

…………..…. 

An Assembly Resolution was passed at the Legislative Assembly meeting on 6 June 2018 for the ACT 
Government to undertake an assessment of the impact of all ACT Government led construction 
activities on local business in the Gungahlin Town Centre.  

In July 2018, TCCS commissioned the Canberra Business Chamber (CBC), under the ACT Government 
funded Light Rail Business Link Program (LRBL), to collate feedback from businesses on the impact of 
construction activities in the town centre to inform the Government’s assessment. ABS data was also 
used to explore business trends between 2009-2017 for the Gungahlin SA2 division (Suburb). 
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Methodology  

The purpose of the assessment is to identify the impact of ACT Government led construction 
activities on businesses in the Gungahlin Town Centre. 

The assessment draws on three main sources in its assessment: 

1. Review of ABS retail trend data from 2009 to 2017;  
2. High level case study review of business impacts from similar projects; and 
3. Survey of businesses to garner perceived business impacts and sentiment about the future.  

Lessons learnt were garnered from the analysis of these sources.  

The assessment assumes that impacts can be both negative and positive and covers experience 
during the past and current construction period as well as future forecasts.  

The survey focused on past and future business performance indicators over three periods from 
April 2017 to January 2019. Business feedback predominately relates to perceived impacts. 
Weighted averages of ratings were used to improve comparative analysis over the three reporting 
periods.  

ABS retail trend data  

This analysis provides an overview of the change in business activity in Gungahlin (suburb) between 
2009 and 2017, including the period since light rail and other town centre construction activities. 
Statistics sourced from the ABS (8165.0 Counts of Australian Businesses including Entries and Exits 
and 1410.0 – Data by Region) were used to explore: 

• The growth rate of businesses; 
• The composition of industries; 
• Business size; 
• The business entry and exit rate; and 
• The change in the number of business entries and business exits. 

 
Survey 
In August 2018 the CBC, on behalf of the ACT Government, contacted businesses in the Gungahlin 
Town Centre seeking feedback via an online survey and/or face to face interviews.  The survey 
questions, which were to elicit both quantitative and qualitative data, are provided at the Business 
Survey Section of this document.  
The scope of construction activities referenced in the survey include: 

• Light Rail; 
• New bus station at Gungahlin Place; 
• Shared zone on Hibberson Street; 
• Extension to the Valley Avenue; and 
• General road and pathway upgrades. 

A summary of ACT Government led capital works in the area is provided in the most recent 
community update in the ‘Current conditions’ section below. While formally outside the scope of the 
survey, there are several private developments under construction near Gungahlin Town Centre. 
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These are considered to contribute to general disruption to businesses in the area. CBC also noted 
this in its undertakings.  

The survey area (Figure 1) was divided into four zones based on proximity to the main area of works 
(Figure 2). A field survey over a four-day period was undertaken during which CBC approached every 
business in the area.   
 
These four zones are as follows: 

• RED ZONE - All businesses directly adjacent to Hibberson Street and on ground floor 
level 

• BLUE ZONE - All businesses directly adjacent to Hibberson Street and above ground floor 
level 

• GREEN ZONE - Any businesses within 1km radius either side of Hibberson Street and on 
all levels 

• ORANGE ZONE - Businesses further down Hibberson to Warwick Street and those below 
Bunnings and along Gozzard Street to Anthony Rolfe Avenue. 
 

Figure 1 – Survey area 
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Figure 2 – Survey zones 

 
 

Businesses were encouraged to undertake the online survey with any personal information to be 
held securely. Participants could also choose to remain anonymous in the final report but were 
asked for identification details to maintain the integrity of the survey field. During any on-premise 
interviews, participants were asked if they wished their input to be anonymous. This was recorded 
by the field representatives on each occasion. 

The survey comprised 46 questions and was available online from Thursday 9 August to Saturday 25 
August 2018. Businesses were offered an opportunity to participate in additional face-to-face 
interviews and/or to complete the survey in person.  

Of the 210 trading entities, a total of 31 online surveys were completed, 151 successful contacts 
made, 100 of which provided feedback face to face. Of these 16 were conducted by way of formal 
interviews and 18 participants requested to remain anonymous.  The respondent businesses have a 
relatively young age profile with more than half trading for less than 10 years (Figure 3).  
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Figure 3 – Years Trading - Responding businesses 

 
Figure 4 - Respondents by sector 
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Figure 5 - Trading entity by Sector (all businesses) 

 

At 55%, the retail sector comprised the largest respondent group while health services had the 
largest response rate at 63.4%. This is comparable with its representation amongst the 210 
businesses (Figures 4 and 5).  61% of respondents were the business owner, 22% an employee and 
58% of businesses were independently owned (Figure 6). 

Figure 6 - Respondent trading format 
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Current conditions, construction activities and communications 

Construction activities 

A summary of ACT Government led capital works in the area is provided in the most recent 
community update below. 

. 
While outside the scope of the assessment, there are several private developments under 
construction near Gungahlin Town Centre. These are considered to contribute to general disruption, 
amenity, movement and access in the area.  

Light Rail Business Link Program 

The Light Rail Business Link Program (LRBL) is an ACT Government funded program independently 
delivered by the CBC. The program seeks to maximise the benefits of the Light Rail Stage 1 for all 
Canberrans by building links between Government, the local business community, and Canberra 
Metro. Acting as a conduit between stakeholder groups, CBC, via the LRBL program will ensure 
opportunities for local business are maximised and any concerns are communicated.  All businesses 
are encouraged to be “project ready”, to take advantage of this significant infrastructure investment 
by ensuring they have appropriate skills to participate where possible. Specific training opportunities 
and information sessions are available. 

For example, in February 2018, a Marketing Masterclass Series was held via the LRBL program to 
assist local businesses refine or develop a clear, cohesive marketing plans. LRBL will also cover the 
costs for business along the corridor to access an ASBAS Business Advisor and get advice and training 
on the following business streams: 

• Funding avenues and financial analysis 
• Building your business 
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• Making the most of your talent and team 
• Management capabilities 
• Digital engagement implementation 

 

ACT Government 

The ACT Government has continued to work collaboratively in partnership with the business 
community and the LRBL to identify and support new opportunities through dedicated business 
forums.  The ACT Government is committed to a continuous improvement approach to 
communication to ensure community expectations and needs are met during this transitional 
period. This assessment will assist with future dealings between all stakeholders as finalisation of 
construction and commencement of operations near.   

For example, Transport Canberra and City Services is organising a street party for the Gungahlin 
Town Centre to coincide with the re-opening of Hibberson Street to pedestrian traffic. This event, is 
scheduled for late October 2018. Transport Canberra invited business owners to attend an initial 
working group meeting on the 15 August 2018 to help plan the event. Further fortnightly meetings 
are now scheduled in the lead up to the event.  These will provide further opportunity to discuss the 
broader marketing and precinct activation strategies for the Town Centre.  
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ABS business activity data from 2009 to 2017 

For the purposes of this analysis, Gungahlin has been defined as the Australian Bureau of Statistics 
(ABS) SA2 area that surrounds the Gungahlin Town Centre. Figure 7 shows the boundaries of the 
area, overlaid with the light rail route alignment. 

Construction of the City to Gungahlin route commenced in mid-2016. As of 2017, there were 6 348 
people living in the Gungahlin suburb (SA2) and 531 businesses over a total land area of 456.4ha. 

Figure 7 -Gungahlin suburb 

 

Gungahlin’s total number of businesses has grown from 299 businesses in 2009 to 531 businesses in 
2017, an overall increase of 78% and an increase of 32% in 5 years leading up to 2017. 

The year to year growth rate in businesses has fluctuated over the period but has remained positive. 
There was almost no change in Gungahlin’s number of businesses in 2017. In contrast, in 2012, 2014 
and 2016 larger increases in the number of businesses occurred, with 48, 50 and 41 business entries 
respectively1.  

In the year since the commencement of light rail and other project construction, the number of 
businesses grew by 5, or 1.0%, compared to 8.5% in 2016 and 3.9% in 2015. Over the same period 
the growth rate for ACT businesses was 0.1%. 

                                                           
1 Business Entry is defined as a business which has newly registered from an ABN, and which has a GST role allocated.  
Business Exit is a business for which the ABN or GST role has been cancelled, and/or which has ceased to remit GST for at least five 
consecutive quarters.  
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Figure 8 – Change in total number of businesses, 2010 -2017 

 
 

Year Total number of 
businesses 

Numerical 
Change Percentage Change ACT Percentage 

Change 
2009 299  - - -  
2010 316 17 5.7% 4.5% 
2011 353 37 11.7% 1.8% 
2012 401 48 13.6% 3.6% 
2013 417 16 4.0% -3.2% 
2014 467 50 12.0% 2.8% 
2015 485 18 3.9% 1.2% 
2016 526 41 8.5% 2.3% 
2017 531 5 1.0% 0.1% 

 

The growth in Gungahlin businesses between 2009 and 2017 has largely been in self-employed 
businesses (increase of 124) and businesses employing 1-4 employees (increase of 88). In the year 
since the commencement of light rail and other project construction there has been a 22% decrease 
in businesses of more than 20 employees – a reduction of 4 from 18 businesses (Figure 9).2 

                                                           
2 The CBC advised they are not aware of which businesses this might relate to apart from the recent closure of Home Hardware. It is not 
their understanding that this would be an impact of the construction activities, particularly in the Town Centre precinct.  
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Figure 9 - businesses by business size change 2009-2017 

 

 

Businesses* Year Change 2009 
to 2017 Change 2016 

to 2017 
 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 No. % No. % 
Non-employing 
businesses 152 171 189 210 216 250 266 277 276 124 81.6% -1 0% 
Businesses with 
1-4 employees 81 94 97 140 153 158 153 176 169 88 108.6% -7 -4% 
Businesses with 
5-19 employees 39 39 46 36 45 56 57 55 58 19 48.7% 3 5% 
Businesses with 
20 or more 
employees 27 12 21 15 13 20 18 18 14 -13 -48.1% -4 -22% 

 

Figure 10 shows the number of businesses in Gungahlin, by industry, over the last 5 years. Most 
industries have increased from 2013 to 20173. The Construction industry had the largest absolute 

                                                           
3 Limitations in the data provided by the ABS in dataset 8165.0 mean that the total number of businesses by number of employees is not 
additive and therefore the total does not necessarily reflect the total number of businesses outlined in Figure 8. 
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increase in businesses with an increase of 45 businesses. The Health Care and Social Assistance 
industry saw the largest relative increase in businesses, increasing by 107% from 2013 to 2017.  

Only two industries decreased from 2013 to 2017. These industries are Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fishing and Wholesale Trade. 

There is no identifiable consistent impact across sectors since light rail and other activities 
commenced construction, with business numbers in several industry sectors increasing in the 12 
months to June 2017 (e.g. Manufacturing and Transport, Postal and Warehousing), while others 
have decreased (e.g. Arts and Recreation Services, Professional Scientific & Technical Services and 
Transport, Postal and Warehousing which noted a decrease of 6 businesses or less per industry). 

 

Gungahlin’s total number of businesses is growing, with the number of business entries higher than 
the number of business exits. In general, since 2014 the business entry rate has declined, while the 
business exit rate4 has increased. Gungahlin has a consistently higher entry and exit rate when 
compared to the ACT. Long term data is not available to suggest whether this is part of a longer term 
trend but could be explained by it being a relatively new/establishing suburb. Since light rail 

                                                           
4 Business entries/exits as a proportion of total businesses as noted in ABS dataset 1410.0. 
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commenced construction in mid-2016, the business entry rate was 20.3%, compared to 23.7% in 
2016 and the business exit rate was 18.8%, compared to 16.6% in 2016 (Figure 11). 

As the data available is limited it is difficult to determine trends in the data, or if there has been a 
deviation from the trend. The available data ranges from 2009 to 2017 for business totals, and 2014 
to 2017 for business entries and exits. 

Figure 11 - Business entry and exit 2014-2017 
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Other factors that may impact on Gungahlin businesses 

Private sector development  

A range of private sector developments have also been under construction over the same period as 
ACT Government led works.  These works are also considered to have contributed to accessibility 
concerns, general amenity and overall activity in the Gungahlin Town Centre.  They include: 

• Metro One Apartment Complex  
• Infinity Towers Apartment Complex 
• Ruby Apartment Complex 
• Lumi Apartment Complex 
• Bunnings  
• Mezzo Apartments 
• Gungahlin Club 

Figure 12 – Recent development activity in Gungahlin Public – led (Yellow), Private –led (Red) 

 

Retail Development 

Gungahlin Town Centre is the major hub for employment, shopping, social activities and public 
transport particularly serving suburbs within the Gungahlin district.  As in Figure 13, the 2011 retail 
report showed that the Gungahlin District population was underserviced by commercial floorspace 
compared to the rest of Canberra.5  

                                                           
5 http://www.planning.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/895440/ACT_commercial_and_industrial_floorspace_-
_summary_report_2011.pdf 
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Figure 13 - Retail and Services floorspace by population size (2011) 

 

Since then a number of new commercial complexes have emerged in neighbouring suburbs such as 
Amaroo, Franklin, Casey and Crace.  These align with the relevant ACT Precinct Codes which require 
all areas are serviced within walking distance of housing with the staged development of retail 
development to complement the growth in population in Gungahlin. These services will act to 
provide better access and amenity for the critical mass of population in these neighbouring suburbs.  

Due to large population growth the timing of some of these developments have coincided with the 
construction activities in Gungahlin Town Centre. Therefore they are likely to have contributed to a 
perceived reduction in footfall in the Gungahlin Town Centre given the improved access that smaller 
centres may offer to their respective population catchments.  

These smaller centres are planned to provide neighbourhood services such as smaller size 
supermarkets, health medical and hospitality.  Gungahlin Town Centre will continue to play an 
important economic role for the Gungahlin District, particularly for higher order services, specialty 
retail / commercial needs, and full-line supermarkets which are generally restricted in smaller 
centres.  

Importantly however, the population in Gungahlin suburb itself has grown substantially with a 
number of large complexes recently or about to come ‘on-line’.  This will significantly increase the 
local customer base in Gungahlin Town Centre and contribute to changing behaviours and consumer 
trends in the future.   
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What case studies indicate about future conditions 

The transformational impact of light rail has been seen worldwide. Route permanency is a key 
element in the perception of light rail as reliable and in encouraging investment by assuring 
commuters and investors that the route will not change.6  

Cities (such as San Diego) which have successfully implemented light rail systems have reported an 
increase in retail activity adjacent to light rail lines, the development of new residential and 
commercial areas and increased employment.7  

While the cumulative projects are likely to stimulate broader economic benefits, at the local 
business/precinct level, businesses and property owners may experience a degree of disruption and 
inconvenience. The construction phase of the project is likely to impact more on businesses that rely 
on passing trade, outdoor dining or the local amenity for a large proportion of their revenue 
generation. As such, a reduction in these aspects would have a negative impact on business revenue.  

The NSW Business Impact Study for Parramatta Light Rail (excerpt below) provides an extensive 
literature review of construction impacts on businesses.   

 

 

 

 

  

                                                           
6 TTF The Benefits Of Light Rail 2010 - Tourism & Transport Forum 
7 Handy, S. (2005), Smart growth and the transportation—land use connection: What does research tell us? International Regional Science 
Review, 28(2), 146–167,  
Carver, R. (1984), Light rail transit and urban development. Journal of the American Planning Association, 50(2), 133–147. 

http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiD5or68rHdAhWMMN4KHQezBDAQFjAAegQIABAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ttf.org.au%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2016%2F06%2FTTF-The-Benefits-Of-Light-Rail-2010.pdf&usg=AOvVaw35elb3tAUOjYNEjfun4zJc
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Proposed Parramatta Light Rail Business Impact Assessment - August 2017 (excerpts) 

Road network changes during construction 

Business activity may be affected as:  

• Customers cannot access the area or because customers avoid the area due to real (or perceived) decrease 
in access  

• Changes in access impacts on business operation (e.g. servicing and delivery, employee access and travel 
times).  

Some business types are likely to be more affected than others, particularly those that rely on efficient business 
deliveries or distribution or passing trade. 

Traffic congestion can also increase noise, reduce air quality and visually impact on the amenity of an environment. 
This can lead to a negative customer experience and the desire for customers to travel to other locations to avoid 
traffic congestion or resulting amenity impacts. This change in consumer behaviour would also directly impact 
business viability as passing trade and customer expenditure would reduce. 

Active travel during construction 

Alterations to pedestrian and cyclist flows may influence the level of passing trade on businesses and subsequent 
customers and sales. Some businesses may benefit as trade is redirected towards their business (i.e. through 
pedestrian diversions), while others might experience reduced trade as pedestrian traffic is diverted away from 
established stops (i.e. if the temporary rail bus service location differs from where the current stop entrance is 
located) or the street they are located on. 

Parking – during construction 

The loss of parking spaces is potentially damaging to businesses that rely on passing trade or businesses that do not 
have access to off-street parking. The removal of on-street parking could increase competition and demand for the 
remaining spaces, potentially affecting parking convenience for customers, clients and workers. This could result in 
some trade being redirected to alternative centres and employment locations. For these reasons parking availability is 
considered of high importance to several businesses. 

Dust and noise pollution during construction. 

Dust generation, because of construction activities can have an impact on local businesses causing potential 
increased operation costs (including cleaning and maintenance costs), reduced hygiene or sterilisation of food 
preparation, medical environments or increased instances of respiratory issues for employees, students or customers. 
Businesses that rely on storefront visibility to attract customers may be impacted by the presence of construction 
hoardings and loss of visual exposure. This has the potential to have a direct impact on business revenue and 
turnover. 

Utilities 

The disruption of these services, even for short periods of time, may cause some inconvenience to business 
operation, consequently affecting economic productivity and business operation. Disruptions to utility services, 
arising from accidental or planned shutdowns to enable construction, are often raised as a concern during the 
consultation process.  
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Additionally, the Light Rail Stage 1 EIS identified several potential business impacts in the Gungahlin 
and other commercial areas during the both the construction and operations phase as detailed in 
the box below.   

  Light Rail Stage 1 EIS 

Owing to the potential cumulative effect of the positive outcomes of the Project on the wider region and 
improved access, local businesses along the alignment would be expected to benefit from potential 
increased turnover, improving the overall viability of their businesses once the Project is operational.  

As a result of the likely enhanced attraction of locating a business in close proximity to the Project, the 
proposed light rail stops along the alignment, in particular the stop within the pedestrianised section of 
Hibberson Street and near Dickson, competition for space (and thereby commercial rents) could also 
increase across the wider region. This would represent a benefit for landowners. In addition to the 
potential benefits during operation, the Project would present potential for increased trade during 
construction. This benefit is most likely to be experienced by businesses located in close proximity to 
construction sites or on routes to construction sites that sell goods to construction workers or related 
industries such as service stations, take-away food shops and hotels. 

Disruption to local businesses during construction  

Some business may experience temporary disruption and access constraints due to perceived or actual 
severance during the construction of the Project. They may also experience a temporary loss of visual 
amenity. Impacts to businesses may also occur as a result of traffic delays and congestion may be both 
direct and indirect. Businesses may be directly affected as a result of a delayed or hindered access to 
work places or servicing areas owing to local traffic constraints and congestion.  

A business may be indirectly affected by increased traffic and therefore travel times for staff or deliveries 
on major thoroughfares along the alignment. Additional impacts may result from the redirection of 
buses as part of the proposed reconfiguration of the existing network. The loss of power and utilities 
during construction, due to accidental or planned shutdowns of electricity or other utilities to enable 
construction works may also result in a negative impact to local businesses. Whilst significant notice 
would be given to all businesses of a power or utility shutdown, accidental events would be more difficult 
to manage. 
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Expected conditions  

The finished construction activities and opening of light rail is expected to provide a positive 
outcome for existing business during operation. Increased mobility along the Light Rail alignment 
will help to improve social and economic connections within the northern region of Canberra while 
the cumulative public investment is anticipated to catalyse further uplift in the northern regions of 
Canberra, including Gungahlin. 

Changes to access and connectivity arrangements post construction may impact on the direction and 
frequency of passing trade, employee and customer access, employee recruitment and retention 
and business connectivity with other centres.  It is expected however that there will be significant 
increases in foot traffic from local population growth, changing travel patterns and changing 
consumer trends. 

Better land use and transport network integration will provide a range of direct and indirect benefits 
for Gungahlin businesses including: 
 

o More customer foot traffic resulting from passengers being directed to key economic 
and commercial activity centres within town centres and rapid corridors – i.e. Gungahlin 
passengers to Gungahlin town centre.  

o Higher public transport use will result in more passing foot traffic in and around main 
employment destinations of City, Barton, and Woden. 

o Higher public transport use will result in less private vehicle usage leaving more parking 
opportunities for other users and less traffic congestion points throughout the day (i.e. 
commercial/retail). 

o Tourists will have improved access to major attractions and events without relying on 
private vehicle and taxi’s meaning potential increase in passing traffic and increased 
visitor numbers due to better connections to the airport and around town. 

o Encouraging students to live and study in Canberra, with high frequent, seven day a 
week public transport services for the Australian National University, University of 
Canberra and major CIT campuses. 
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Business survey findings  

Business performance 

The findings suggest businesses are optimistic about the future with a general expectation that 
revenues and foot traffic will improve when works are complete. Many businesses noted they were 
looking forward to the completion of works and increasing social and economic activity.  

As might be expected many businesses had experienced a reduction in actual and forecast revenue. 
Qualitative feedback suggests those businesses directly fronting affected streets perceived the 
largest reductions while those within the shopping centres and on periphery streets were less 
impacted (though only marginally in some instances).  

There was a common sentiment amongst respondents, despite there being multiple simultaneous 
infrastructure projects, that all “problems” were attributed to Light Rail. Indeed, some non-
Government construction projects were live during the same time but respondents did not associate 
them with impact on business. Anecdotal feedback from field visits to businesses indicated that 
franchisees felt impact more severely than independent operators, as they lack the agility and 
flexibility of independent operators. 

The most common impact indicated by businesses related to footfall (customers through door), 
parking, revenues, visibility, access and noise with 69% reporting a significant deterioration in 
footfall and an average perceived revenue decrease of 31.75% during the April to December 2017 
period. For the second reporting horizon (January to July 2018) businesses reported greater impacts 
across all areas with 78% and 73% reporting a significant deterioration in footfall and revenue 
respectively. For this same period the average perceived revenue decreases across respondents was 
32.17%.  

Beside revenue and footfall, the effect of noise on businesses, their staff and clients was the issue of 
most concern. Some businesses perceived these concerns to be disregarded by Government which 
may have driven some negative sentiment toward the works. Some businesses noted an increase in 
maintenance and operational costs due to construction activities, such as marketing and promotions 
as well as cleaning and dust impacts. One business noted they moved to another nearby location 
due to the noise impacts.  

Some businesses, primarily in the red zone directly adjacent to Hibberson Street, felt that had they 
been given the option of closing for the construction period in a structured and agreed fashion (e.g. 
with landlords etc.) they would have strongly considered it, with a suggested underlying assumption 
that this may expedite work due to less physical constraints and considerations during construction 
activities. 

Many businesses felt customers were avoiding the area due to vehicular access impacts from 
construction activity as well as reduced amenity and accessibility on footpaths and outdoor seating 
areas. There were suggestions the impacts had been compounded by new developments opening at 
Casey and Franklin which would likely share some customer base with the Town Centre.  
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Survey data 

The following pages map the data findings of the CBC survey over the three time horizons: 

1. Horizon 1 – April 2017 – November 2017 – 31 respondents  

2. Horizon 2 – December 2017 – July 2018 – 28 respondents  

3. Horizon 3 (forecast) – August 2018 – January 2019 -  30 respondents  

Business’ forecasts for the August 2018 to January 2019 period suggest the most significant impacts 
have already been felt with a general optimism across all areas surveyed. More than 20% of 
respondents estimated a slight improvement in revenue, visibility, dust, noise pollution, and air 
quality. Similarly, average perceived revenue forecasts were up 7.87% from the previous period at -
24.3%. 80 % of respondents envisaged they would continue trading in their current location. 
Insolvency and rent increases were the primary reasons given for vacating current premises.  

 
Figure 14  Business intentions of 20 respondents 

 ((Q37) Do you envisage the business will continue trading from its current location into 
the future?) 
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Time Horizon 1 - April 2017 – November 2017 – 31 respondents in total  
 

Figure 15 - Time horizon 1 - Primary issues – weighted average of all respondents 
((Q16) Construction projects commenced in April 2017. From April 2017 to December 2017, what was the impact effect felt 

across the following areas?)  
Note: Higher weighted averages indicate those areas where impact was felt worst.   

 
Figure 16 – Time Horizon 1 - Perceived revenue of all 28 respondents 

((Q17) In percentage terms was the approximate impact on revenue?) 

 
 

Figure 17 – Time Horizon 1 - Perceived footfall of 27 respondents 
((Q18) In percentage terms was the approximate impact on footfall?) 
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Time Horizon 2 – December 2017 – July 2018 – 30 respondents in total  

Figure 18 – Time Horizon 2 - Perceived areas of impact – weighted average of all 30 respondents  
((Q20) Between January 2018 and July 2018 what was the impact felt across the 

following areas?) 
Note: Higher weighted averages indicate those areas where impact was felt worst.   

 

 

Figure 19 – Time Horizon 2  - Perceived revenues of 28 respondents  
((Q21) In percentage terms was the approximate impact on revenue?) 

 
Figure 20 – Time Horizon 2 - Perceived footfall of  29 respondents   

((Q22) In percentage terms was the approximate impact on footfall?) 
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Time Horizon 3 (forecast) – August 2018 – January 2019 - 30 respondents in total  

Figure 21 – Time Horizon 3 - Areas of perceived forecast impact – weighted average of 29 respondents 
((Q24) From August 2018 through to January 2019 as construction works are completed what might be the future impact 

across the following areas?)  
Note: Higher weighted averages indicate those areas where impact was felt worst.   

 
Figure 22 – Time Horizon 3 – Perceived Revenue forecast of all 30 respondents  

((Q25) From August 2018 through to January 2019 as construction works are completed what might be the future impact 
on revenue? 

 
Figure 23 – Time Horizon 3 – Perceived Footfall forecast of 29 respondents  

((Q26) From August 2018 through to January 2019 as construction works are completed what might be the future impact 
on footfall?) 

Note: (bottom scores are considered outliers. 
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Communications and support  

Businesses reported a mixed response to the use and utility of various communication techniques 
with newsletters and publications (including Facebook, LRBL, CBC and web updates) considered the 
most useful while forums/meetings and works signage less useful. LRBL updates and the sponsored 
marketing bootcamp received the highest participation rates.   

When asked to rate overall support offered to business, 68% of respondents replied ´Not useful at 
all´.  84% of respondents had made their own adjustments and initiatives to reduce the impact on 
their business. Initiatives ranged from promotions, social media and marketing to staff reductions 
and customer booking management. 

 

Figure 24 - Communication uptake of 26 respondents

 

 

Figure 25. Pursuit of own initiatives to address impacts of 25 respondents 
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Lessons learnt  

Lessons learnt 

While respondents to the CBC survey indicated very minimal opposition to the projects themselves, 
most respondents had hoped for shorter construction times and better communication about works 
(and possible impacts) in the initial planning phases to allow them to better plan for change.  

Areas which respondents believed the ACT Government could improve on for future construction 
projects to reduce business impacts included: 

a. Strategically spreading works over a longer period but limited to smaller areas.  
b. Financial support and compensation for revenue loss. 
c. Window and façade cleaning. 
d. Greater certainty about timing and delays in construction. 
e. Working with landlords to hold rent prices during construction.  
f. Better signage. 
g. Less road closures. 
h. Concern was raised about clarity of parking and accessibility as well as the communication of 

delays, disruptions and amended access arrangements to both business owners and the 
public.  

i. Advanced notice of duration of noise intensive activity.  
Despite an expectation of improvements in the future, businesses also noted that due to altered 
shopping habits, customers would need to be encouraged to re-engage with the precinct after the 
length of disruption and founding of new habits by some customers. 

Many respondents expressed optimism in the future with the works being positive for Gungahlin on 
balance. Others noted they had found strategies to adapt to the impact and bridge the find some 
certainty within the change may be better positioned to weather impacts. Where there have been 
perceived departures from expectations and limited agility businesses are likely to be less optimistic 
and less able to navigate change. Arming businesses with the capabilities to weather change and 
manage expectations is a critical element to be applied in future projects as it may lessen the 
significance of perceived impacts and focuses on proactiveness.  

Communication and consultation should also consider educational and cultural backgrounds when 
preparing materials to ensure all groups have equal understanding and capacity. 

A more comprehensive lessons learnt process in partnership with other stakeholders is scheduled to 
be performed at an appropriate time following the construction of Light Rail Stage 1.  
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Summary 

Business feedback indicated construction activities were perceived to have a negative impact on 
businesses, however there was general optimism for the future.  The results further identified that a 
reduction in trade and amenity impacts (such as noise, vibration, dust and traffic congestion) were 
of the greatest concern to businesses during construction.  

ABS Business data suggests a steady increase in business over time with fluctuating entry and exits. 
Gungahlin has a consistently higher entry and exit rate when compared to the ACT. Gungahlin’s total 
number of businesses has grown from 299 businesses in 2009 to 531 businesses in 2017, an overall 
increase of 78% and an increase of 32% in 5 years leading up to 2017. Growth has largely been in 
self-employed industry 

When operational, the Light Rail Stage 1 is likely to have positive impacts within the local business 
precincts. The enhanced capacity and frequency of the light rail service is likely to increase 
patronage, subsequently improving passing trade opportunity and business exposure. The increased 
rail service capacity may also act as a catalyst for development and urban renewal along the 
corridor, potentially attracting more residents and businesses to invest, operate and live in the area. 

Case studies show that the experiences of the business owners are consistent with other light rail, 
amenity and road construction projects. Importantly, these additional activities are considered vital 
to the future success and realisation of benefits for the commercial districts and community, 
confirming the approach undertaken by ACT Government in progressing (and not delaying) these 
complementary works.  

It could therefore be expected that due to adherence to these project principles, business owners 
can also expect to realise benefits as stated in the literature in relation to improved passing traffic, 
revenues and turnover once works are complete. Improved service frequency and integrated 
transport infrastructure will enhance customer and employee access, making the local business 
precincts more desirable locations to visit and work. 

Continuing to engage with businesses particularly those who may have limited marketing capacity 
and or access to standard communications streams will help businesses make the most of the 
opportunity as they transition from a period of change to a more normal business state.  Businesses 
could also expect that with the complementary bus infrastructure and increasing densities, passing 
traffic will continue to rise and that they are more likely to compete with those services which have 
taken up some market share during the construction phase (i.e. Casey and Franklin). 

Marketing and advertising will be key to re-shaping customer and passenger shopping behaviours 
which are likely to bring a new norm rather a return to previous patterns.  Strategies to engage with 
these new consumer patterns should be considered when dealing with businesses.  
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• Australian Bureau of Statistics, 8165.0 Counts of Australian Businesses including Entries and 
Exits 

• Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1410.0 – Data by Region, 2012-17 
• http://www.ttf.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/TTF-The-Benefits-Of-Light-Rail-

2010.pdf 
• http://www.transport.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0012/1198398/Capital_Metro_Ligh

t_Rail_Stage_1_Draft_EIS_Volume_01_Part_C-Chapter_14-Chapter_20.pdf 
• http://data.parramattalightrail.nsw.gov.au/s3fs-

public/Parramatta%20Light%20Rail%20EIS%20Technical%20Papers%20Volume%207.pdf?2v
FCn50DCzwN5.CKuumcIZ5wsVffMWGO 

http://www.ttf.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/TTF-The-Benefits-Of-Light-Rail-2010.pdf
http://www.ttf.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/TTF-The-Benefits-Of-Light-Rail-2010.pdf
http://www.transport.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0012/1198398/Capital_Metro_Light_Rail_Stage_1_Draft_EIS_Volume_01_Part_C-Chapter_14-Chapter_20.pdf
http://www.transport.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0012/1198398/Capital_Metro_Light_Rail_Stage_1_Draft_EIS_Volume_01_Part_C-Chapter_14-Chapter_20.pdf
http://data.parramattalightrail.nsw.gov.au/s3fs-public/Parramatta%20Light%20Rail%20EIS%20Technical%20Papers%20Volume%207.pdf?2vFCn50DCzwN5.CKuumcIZ5wsVffMWGO
http://data.parramattalightrail.nsw.gov.au/s3fs-public/Parramatta%20Light%20Rail%20EIS%20Technical%20Papers%20Volume%207.pdf?2vFCn50DCzwN5.CKuumcIZ5wsVffMWGO
http://data.parramattalightrail.nsw.gov.au/s3fs-public/Parramatta%20Light%20Rail%20EIS%20Technical%20Papers%20Volume%207.pdf?2vFCn50DCzwN5.CKuumcIZ5wsVffMWGO
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